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The prevailing theory of the creation of the universe in the form of the "Big Bang" is calculated. The amount of energy 

created at the time of the universe creation and today is reduced by 41.0% compared to the original. However, if you 

calculate the magnitude of this energy in today's world, then The energy we have today is not what we originally intended 

edarebit reduced not be seen, but some of the material materialized from energy transformed information in the energy 

sakhit.gamotkmulia the assumption that the energy of such pace of transformation of the "Big Bang" 40.0 billion years after 

the matter materialized energy is exhausted and it completely transformed the information.As the energy dissipates in the 

duality, the size of the universe decreases sharply and it explodes again in the form of a big explosion. There is evidence that 

the transformation of the energy contained in matter into the information contained in the material must take place with 

the participation of other representatives of the human and the living world and that the leading role of the colliery bodies 

along with the cells of the nervous system is also discussed.  
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Essences:E.Kant’s theory on perpetuity of the universe was widespread in the twentieth century.E.Kant elaborated the main 

principles of this theory based on the E.Newton’s laws physics. This was the model of static universe, that has no beginning 

and no end.  The scientific authority of Kant was so great, that this model of the universe was accepted without any criticism 

and not paying attention to the fact that according to this theory the light emanated from the stars should have lighted the 

sky during the night. The credibility of E.Kant should have influenced even a person with such intellectual capacities as A. 

Einstein who based his relativity theory (1915-1916) of the E.Kant’s model of static universe. Though, the calculations 

conducted during the research were contradicting the above model.Hence,A.Einstein had to introduce the “cosmic 

constant”. He also admitted that the universe is constantly influenced by the expansive forces that are balanced by 

simultaneously emerging gravitation forces. It’s noteworthy, that at a later stage he rejected the veracity of the “cosmic 

constant”. However, further developments showed that A. Einstein was somewhat correct and the “cosmic constant” might 

be the aspect of the “dark energy” that is predominant in the cosmos.  Later on, based on A.Einstein’s theory, the Russian G. 

Friedman elaborated the model of non-static universe and supposed that the universe was created through an explosion.  
 



Universe                                                                                                                                         
 

Though, the best scientific rendition of this theory, known as the Big Bang theory, belongs to E. Hubble (1929), who showed 

through his experiments conducted using telescope that the intensity of the red light is increasing the further the distance of 

the galaxies from the Earth.  The main adherent to this theory was the Belgian theologist George le Maître, who published 

his work “Non-static universe” in 1925. Though the term the “Big Bang” was introduced by O. Hoil, who was opposing to 

this theory.  The big role in identifying validity of the “Big Bang” was played by the Russian G. Gamow, who defected to the 

USA. He was the first to suppose the “hot explosion” and substantiated the gradual decrease of the temperature during the 

process of creation of the universe in his works published under the title “Hot universe”.  The discovery of background 

radiation by A. Pensiany and R. Wikilssen in 1963 greatly contributed to the recognition of this theory. Defining the 

deposits of hydrogen and helium, the results of the experiments on the big androgenic collider, recording of relict 

gravitational waves, registration of the general index of the universal temperature under absolute zero, namely at -2,7-3 

kelvin and other facts were also important in this respect. It is supposed, that a spherical formation of tiniest size of -10-

35cn3 discovered in a singular environment should have the density of 10.95g/cm3, which is an enormous amount. The 

temperature during the explosion should have been similarly colossal – 10.32 kelvin. It’s noteworthy, that between 10.-43 

and 10.-45 seconds after the explosion the exponential expansion of the universe occurred which was termed a “cosmologic 

inflation” by the American S.Coleman. The dimensions of the universe expanded 10.30-10.50 times during this interval. In 

any case, on the 10-35 second of the Big Bang, the temperature fell up to 10.6 kelvin, gravitation detached from the 

explosion forces and formed as a matter in the form of the plasma. At 10.-53 sec and 10.5 kelvin temperature the strong and 

weak nuclear forces separated, at 10.-58sec the protons and neutrons formed the nucleuses of hydrogen and hellion. Since 

the 3rd minute from the explosion during 300000-380000 years, when the temperature fell to 3.10.3 kelvin, the electrons 

bound the atom nucleus and conditioned creation of substance. At the same stage, the electrons could not “hold” photons 

any longer causing the stars to twinkle and eliminated the universe. It should be noted, that the acoustic waves created by 

the “Big Bang”. should have spread prior to the light. In the beginning this process was hindered by the vacuum existing in 

the singular environment, however, this vacuum was immediately “filled” by the mass, space, time and other components 

generated by the explosion that should have eased the movement of the acoustic waves created by the explosion. The light 

elements – hydrogen and helium, that were formed in the early stage of the “Big Bang” overtime created the cosmic dust and 



clouds, which, under the influence of the gravitation forces and other factors formed the universal hierarchy of satellites, 

planets, stars, galaxies, clusters and other components.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Difficulties in perceiving the world 

 

 

 

N  Reason      Definition 

1 The multifaceted world of 

the world  

There are trillions of galaxies in the universe. 

There are more than a hundred billion solar-like stars in each galaxy. 

 

2 The grand nature of the 

dimensions of the 

universe  

The universe is 10.21cm long and 10.56cm heavier than humans. 

The mass of the sun is 300 times more,than the mass of the Earth, and the diameter of the 

largest star "V.Y. Chanina M Ajor" is 2000 times more,than  the diameter of the sun. 

The closest star to Alpha Centauri at 4.5 light years, the nearest galaxy "Andromeda" to 2.5 

million light years, and the distant star "UDFY-38135539" to 13.1 billion light years away. 

  

3 Complexity in the 

perception of the universe  

It is a material that humans perceive makes up 5% of the universe, and 95% of this material 

is represented as "Dark energy" (25%) and "Dark matter" (70%). mot a single particle of 

them was seen. 

The world is constantly expanding at a speed of 1,6.106 km/h 

  

4 The limited nature of 

speeds in the universe and 
light 

Beam propagation 

Possible 

  

It takes eight minutes for the sun to reach earth, only 10-12 years after the nearest stars 

come to light. That's what we do every night on the planet, not the present. However, the 
beam of light does not always spread in a straight line and is attracted to large galaxies due 

to gravity, so its point of exit is not always perceived where it comes from. 

 

 

5 The Restricted Character 

of Human Sense Organs  

A Man Sees 30-950 Hz and Hears-10-30000 Hz 

frequency waves, much of the information in the universe, is out of reach. 

 

 

6 Psychological problems: The human brain makes information and desires for it. 

The human brain perceives one, rarely two, and generally fails to absorb three or more 

information at once. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The “Big Bang”, which happened 13.7 billion years ago, and 

acording to calculations made by the Georgian Critical are Medicine Institute it should  



berepeated once  evry 40,0 billion years. 

 

The first generation stars should have formed 9-10.10.9, the Sun and the thirgenerationstars – 7-8.10.9, and the Earth – 5-

6.10.9 years ago. The first organiccompounds of the visible matter should have appeared on the Earth 4-5.10.9 years ago, the 

first living creatures – 3-4.10.9, and the first human beings – 2-3.10.6. years ago. Currently the components of the visible 

matter comprise approximately 5% of the universe’s mass; they create the hard, liquid and gaseous substances in the form of 

molecules and atoms. In this respect, the composition of electro-magnetic waves represented as the field is extremely small and 
corresponds to only 0,005%. The latter is represented by the gamma rays, the X-rays, infra-red rays, cosmic radioactive micro-

waves, radio waves, light and gravitation waves. Similarly miniscule are the pre-matter plasmas and magmas the majority of 

which are generated by the thermo-nuclear reactions occurring on the stars and that stay there. The synthesis of the heavy 

elements and their provision into the universe is also happening in similar environment.  It’s interesting, that the amount of 

invisible matter, as the “Dark Matter” (21,0%) and the “Dark Energy” (74,0%), is significantly higher in this universe and 

comprises up to its 95%.  The particles of “Dark Matter” also accomplish the function of gravitation facilitator in the galaxies and 

mega-galaxies. Moreover, it is supposed, that these particles are creating the so called scaffolding around which these galaxies are 

“constructed”. Besides, it’s been established that these particles, named as “inexistent matter” by P.Kwik in 1933, have a mass, 

and are 100-1000-times heavier than protons. It’s interesting, that such big-size weakly reactive particles do not reflect the light, 

neither interacts with electric-magnetic waves. Though, they are constantly “bombarding” the universe, including the Sun, the 

Earth and the human beings, and easily “penetrate” through them.  Though, these particles are “invisible” and not independent 
their existence has been proved by gravitational lensing and other indirect methods. Presently the universe is commonly 

expanding into all directions and the intensity if this expansion is so great that sometimes reaches 1,6.106 km/h. The major role in 

these hyperinflationary processes is attributed to the yet unknown “Dack Energy”; even more, the last millennium is regarded as 

being “reigned” by it, besides, it is believed that if it intensifies the universe will face imminent catastrophe and complete 

destruction.  It’s also supposed that our universe is not the only one in the cosmic space and that “infant”, “mature” and “old” 

universes always co-exist. The majority of them have the form of an ellipse, part of them have the spiral shape. The “small” 

galaxies similar to ours, lesser stars like the Sun, and earth-like small planets as well as completely different “dwarf” or “gigantic” 

formations are quite common for the cosmos. It’s also likely that the parameters of these formations, including the spatial 

dimensions and time, are also different.It’s noteworthy, that besides the “Big Bang” there are theories of the universe’s creation. 

Part of them represents the expansion of the “Big Bang” theory, while part are alternatives to it. In this regard, the “Theory of 

Strings” of R.Obrien is rather interesting; according to it the smallest formations of the matter are believed to be one-dimensional 

thread-like formations and not the elementary particles. They are known as strings and should have the energy nature. It’s 

supposed that these strings are inter-connected and thus create the shell of the universe that covers its formations. The 

connection of the energy strings should be causing deformation of the space and the time. The space should be represented 

by ten dimensions; their size being extremely small, including microscopic (10.-22mm) and they might be providing links 

with parallel universes. According to another theory, “M-theory” or “theory of membranes”, these universes should be 

numerous and “floating” in the mega universe. They should be divided from this space by some kind of the membranes. 

These parallel universes are often colliding.  

The collision of their “membranes” might be causing explosion and creation of the new universe. The theory of the “gravitation of 

the dark holes” also belongs to the ones based on explosion; according to it the matter near the dark holes is captured by them 

which might lead to creation of a “parallel universe” on the other side of the hole. The “cyclical theory” also belongs to this group 

of theories. Pursuant to it the hyperinflation occurred twice since the creation of the universe. The first took place on the initial 

stage of the Big Bang, between 10-43 and 10.-45 seconds according to “Planck’s time”, when the universe expanded by 10.30-
10.50-times; the second – 9.10.9 years ago and is still ongoing. Such inflationary processes might be nearing the end of the 

universe.  The infinite expansion of the universe might be followed by its repeated shrinkage to a microscopic formation and by 

another Big Bang; and this might re-occur from time to time. The “Super symmetry theory” is also rather interesting; it implies 

that the universe strictly adheres to the super-symmetry principles and in parallel to our universe its copy is being created by the 

anti-matter particles that emerged together with the material particles during the Big Bang. However, the recent experiments on 

the big androgenic collider revealed the asymmetry in creation of the particles of matter and anti-matter during the Big Bang. 

More specifically, the amount of matter particles is always higher than that of anti-matter. Another theory provided by the 

Japanese E. Iataka deals with the holographic representation of the universe.  



It’s supposed that the space and the time are not homogenic and that they consist of the so called pixel particles, while the 

universe itself should be a three-dimensional holographic image of poor quality that is “refined” by the human brain. The 

theories that represent the universe as being a big computer are also worth mentioning. In this case things evolve according 

to pre-elaborated program. According to the adepts of this theory, among whom the Englishman D. Boom and the American 

S. Lloyd stand out, the human brain should have specific significance as it “fine-tunes” specific details of this program and 

thus comprehends the reality. It’s interesting that the proper operation of this program also depends on the “computer” as 

well and the universe will “turn down” if it is switched off, however, it might also be disrupted without the presence of the 

human brain function. 

  
Big Bang-Planck Time 

 

Therefore, the universe exists due to the existence of the human brain. There are other theories of the creation that assign 

the major role to the creativity processes. According to them the mega space that is filling the universe does not represent 

the vacuum; atoms and sub-atoms as well as phantom particles of the “dark matter” emerge in it periodically. The intensity 

of these processes might be associated to the instances of materializing the ideas. The rotation of these particles should be 

causing emergence of torsion fields and their vibration or fluctuation. This should be accompanied by the generation of 

energy.  N.Tesla considered vibration and resonance as the foundation for everything. During the free movement the photon 

of light is represented by the energy waves and it can be discovered in any particular place of the universe. But when the 

high frequency generator that resonates with the photon fluctuation frequency, is switched on the energy wave is being 

manifested as a matter particle. Similarly, if the human brain is regarded as the high-frequency generator, the conciseness is 

resonating with the photons of light that carry energy information. The collision of these particles causes their 

“annihilation”, in some instances gamma radiation is taking place, as well as emission of matter and anti-matter in the form 

of electrons and positrons. This is followed by the creation of gravitation, strong and weak nuclear forces, electro-magnetic 

waves, cosmic dust, galaxies, stars, planets, solid substances, water, gases and etc.                                                                                                                                                          

It’s noteworthy that none of these theories answer the questions why was the universe created and what role is the human 

being playing in it. Those are eternally the most important questions. Energy is fundamental for the existence of the 

universe; without it there would not be anything. Moreover, any event taking place in the universe requires the energy, 

nothing, even the most insignificant activity, happens without it. Another major characteristic component that existed 

together with the energy even before the “Big Bang” is the information. Namely, the information that existed before the Big 



Bang should have been of the most miniscule size and should have contained only two comprehensive messages as “Critical 

Energy”. It’s interesting that the information is the interminable and integral component of the energy. Even more, similarly 

to the energy it also is a necessary condition for the existence of the universe and any change taking place there causes 

changes in it together with the energy.  Though, the role of the information in the creation of the universe is almost 

neglected in the cosmology. The reason for that might be due to the peculiarities of the information phenomenon, which is 

its “obscurity”.  In this it differs from the energy that is everywhere and is always “loud”. The case is, that the information 

acquires the “value” only when it is used and when the user can materialize the idea born due to this information.  

 

In other cases the information exists but it does not have any significance and cannot influence development of any event. 

However, with the right user it becomes a mighty force. Such power was acquired by the information after its user – the 

human being appeared on the arena of the universe. The space represents the third major component for the existence of the 

universe. Notably, any scientific theory up to present day starts the problem of the creation of the universe from the “birth” 

of the matter and the space in which this matter was formed is almost always ignored. The Bible seems the only exception in 

this regard according to which the “sky and earth” created by the God on the first day may be interpreted as the space – 

“sky” and the matter – “earth”. So, any formation of the universe dwells in this space and would not exist without such 

phenomena. The forth important component is represented by the material formations that have “dark” and “visible” forms. 

In this respect, we can suppose that the space and the matter are separate manifestations of energy and are serving as its 

hubs. It’s possible that the capacity of the free energy of one form reaches it critical limit. The free energy in critical 

condition should have enormous power with thermo-nuclear reactions or effects of magnetic monopoles being insignificant 

compared to it.  The capacity might become similar to the “Big Bang “ and cause explosion of such critical form of energy of 

colossal power. Moreover, it seems that maintaining the stability of the energy of critical power is impossible and it always 

explodes as in case of the “Big Bang”. This causes sharp increase of the temperature followed by “opening of space or sky”. As 

a result, the colossal energy ends up being caught in newly created closed circuit thus causing the expansion of the space due 

to high pressure and heat.  

 

After that the pressure and the temperature decreases. This causes such colossal energy to disintegrate into separate 

fragments with lesser power that transform into components of matter as elemental particles, sub-atomic formations and 

atoms. This is followed by formation of the non-living forms of the matter such as hard, liquid and gaseous substances in 

which these relatively small doses of energy are somewhat stable and return to cosmos after disintegration of these sole less 

components. The particles of the “dark energy” and “dark matter” should also be involved in connecting the “free energy” 

and transforming it into “safe” format. The former is supposedly facilitating the expansion of the cosmos space, while the 

latter should be forming the matrix of this space. The gravitation, strong and weak gravitation forces and electro-magnetic 

waves should also be paying an important role in this process; they are also manifestations of the matter together with the 

spatial and time dimensions are involved in the constructive processes of the universe. As for the living forms of the matter, 

they should have formed on the final stage of the universe’s evolution and should be regularly returning back the doses of 

energy received from the cosmic space. The living forms of matter represented by its highest form – the human being who is 

characterized by “conscious consciousness” should be the optimal forms of energy saving in terms of “psychic energy”.  

The latter is manifested through the ideas and its expression by words, letters, sounds, digits, gestures, mimics, song, dance 

and other components containing information. Therefore, disintegration of the colossal energy into the separate fragments 

with lesser power, their itemizing into fragments of matter and transforming one form of energy saving into another should 

be the principle of saving the energy. These specific manifestations of the energy should be the necessary condition for 

rendering it safe and usable. Hence, the reason and purpose of creating the universe should be connected with molding 

optimal conditions for saving the “critical volume of the free energy” in a safe and usable form. It’s interesting. That the 

transformation of the energy from the component of matter of one type into another should somehow be indicating the 

power of this energy, since neither material form seems to be capable to securely save for a long-term even small doses of 

this energy.It’s noteworthy in the classical scenario of the Big Bang the miniscule primary formation of tremendous density, 

colossal pressure and highest temperature exploded in the “singular environment”.  Supposedly, this primary formation is 

exactly that “critical volume of the free energy”, which emerged into the space created by the “opening of sky” and triggered 

the creation oftheuniverse.  



It’s noteworthy, that according to the laws of thermodynamics,one of the major postulates of classical physics, this energy 

created by the universe should never disappear and should be eternally preserved. The information about the possibilities for 

energy saving in the universe can be obtained from the following calculations that are based on Einstein’s famous equation - 

E=mc2. According to them the energy registered during the Big Bang should be equal to:  E=mc2=dvc2, where E is energy, m 

– the mass of the exploded formation, while c – the speed achieved through the explosion. The mass of the exploded 

formation can be calculated with the equation m =dv, where d – is the density of the exploded formation and according to 

cosmology equals to 10.93g/cm.3, and v – is the volume of the exploded formation that is calculated with the formula v=r3, 

where r – is the radius of the exploded formation which in cosmology is deemed to equal to 10.-35.cm, hence v=r3=(10.-

35).cm x(10.-35).cmx(10.-35).cm= (10.-105).cm3. As to the speed that developed during the explosion it can be computed 

with the equation c=st, where s is the distance covered during the explosion, t – time spent on covering this distance. The 

radius of the “cosmic inflation” of the primary formation was considered as the distance covered during the explosion; the 

former developed on 10-35sec of the Big Bang or by the “Plank’s time” at 10.-43-10.-45sec and was expressed by exponential 

expansion of the primary formation by 10.50 times. Hence c=st= 10.-35cm x10.50x10-35sec=10.50cm.sec. This exceeds the 

speed of light by approximately 5-folds. Therefore, the energy existing in the universe during the first second of the Big 

Bang should be equalto:E=mc2=dvc2=dv(st)2=dr3(st)2=10.93g/cm.33x(10.-35).3cm3.x(10.50)2cm2.sec2 .=10.88.gcm2/sec2. 

The energy currently in the universe should be equal to   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.  

The change of energy in the universe 

 

 

 

N 

 

Time of eergy 

calculation 

 

Formula for calculation Magnitude of energy 

 

 

 

Difference between 

energies  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

"Big Bang" Present era  E = mc2=dvc2= dr 3 (s / t) 2 = 10.93 g / cm3 

x3 (10.-35) .3 cm3  

 

10.88 gsm2/sec.2   

 

  ------------ 

 

2 

 

 

 

Today,s era 

 

 
 

 

E=mc2=dvc2=dr3c2= 10.-23g/sm.3 x(10.21 ). 

3sm3. x(10.6).2.sm2/sec2  

 
 

10.52. gsm2/sec.2   

 

 

41.0% less than the 

Big Bang- pesent era  

 



3 "Big Bang"present era 

diuring  

calculated   

energy 

witch 

information 

E=imc2 = 1bx10.88.gsm2/wm2  

I=“Critical“+“Energy“=2marks = 1bit 

 

10.88.b,gsm2/sec.2   

 

Same as the Big 

Bang pesent era  

 

 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

Today's era  

diuring  

calculated   

energy 

witch 

information 

 

 

E  = exactly 2 = 10.39 b10.52 gsm2/sec.2    

I = 10.78 electrons = 10.39 X1 / 2 spin above 

+10.39 10.39X1 / 2 spin below = 10.19.5 sign 

+ 10.19.5 sign =10.39 bite 

 

10.91b.g.sm2/sec.2. 

 

 

3.5% more than the 

Big Bang- pesent era  

 

 

E=mc2=dvc2=dr3c2, where d – is the density of the space, which according to the cosmology data comprises 10.23g/sec.3, v 

– is the area of the current universe the radius of which might be equal to the distance to the farthest star. This star is 

UDFY-38135539 which is located in a distance of 13,1.10.9 light years from us. If the ray of light is covering 3.10.5 km per 

second, than to reach us  this ray should have travelled the followingway:s=13,1.10.9lightyears3.10.10cm/sec= 

0.21cm.Hence,E= c2=dvc2=dr3c2=10.-23g/cm.3.C=,6x10.6=10.7cm/secx(10.21)3cm.x(3.10.10).2.cm2/sec2=10.52cm2/sec2                                                                

Interestingly, the results of calculations produce the amount of energy currently existing in the universe which is much less 

than the initial volume of the energy. This allows us to suppose that the energy existing during the Big Bang and “opening of 

the sky” has currently subsided by almost one third, approximately 38,7%.All these calculations contradict the law of 

thermodynamics on constancy of the energy. In this regard, we can suppose that the radius of the universe and its mass were 

established in our calculations based on the data of the “visible” universe, however, in reality its dimensions are much 

bigger, thus containing more energy. We can similarly suppose that our universe is an “open system” and this gap in energy 

has been transferred as free energy into parallel symmetric anti-matter universe that connects to our universe through 

specific holes.  Besides, the volume of the free energy accumulated there will increase in future by part of the energy left in 

our universe that, in case of unchanged pace of utilization, will completely expire in approximately 4-6.10.9 years. In any 

case, the universe that is based on such calculations cannot celebrate its 40.10.9 anniversary. This, however, is associated 

with the end of the universe. Besides, the doses of energy generated in separate material components of our universe will be 

completely carried over into neighboring anti-material universe and once again transformed into homogenous critical 

energy of colossal power. As a result, the space and matter in our universe will disappear, the critical energy accumulated in 

the neighboring anti-material world will again cause the “Big Bang” and everything will repeat and this will be taking place 

eternally.    

 
                                                                                                                       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 5 

Energy generated by civilization 

 

N Energy generating object  Calculation formula for energy 

 

Quantity of energy  
 

1 By one mitochondria 

d iuring  one houer 

 

E = MN nt -mt= 60 kJ = 6.10.4 k 0.24 cal 

=1,44.10.4 Cal 10.7 gsm2 / sec 2  

 

10,7 gsm2 / sec2 

2 By one men  

during one year 

E = MN nt-mt = 10.7 gsm2 / sec2 

X2.10.3X4.10.13X8,8.10.3h2.04.10.13gcm2 / 

sec2 X8,8.10.3h 10.12 gsm2 / sec2 

 

10.12 gsm2 / sec2 

3 

 

 

 

By one men  

during his lifetime 

 

E = MN Nm -mt = 10.12 gsm 2 / sec 2 in 

X67,2 = 67,2.10.12 gsm2 / sec 2 10.14 gsm2 / 

sec2 

 

 

10.14 gsm2 / sec2 

4 By humans 
civilization(7.10.9 people) 

today  

E = MN nt -mt = 10.14 gdm2 / sec2 X7.10.9 = 
7.10.23 gsm2 / sec2 10.24 gsm2 / sec2 

 

10.24 gsm2 / sec2 

5 By all civilization (107.10.9 

people) from the preseny day 

E = MN nm-mt = 10.14 gsm2 / sec2 X107.10.9 

= 107.10.23 gsm2/ sec.2 10.26 gsm2 / sec2  

10.26 gsm2 / sec2 

 

This is 66.6% of the 
universe,s 

information 

 today 

 

 

 

It’s also possible that A.Einstein’s equation is not comprehensive and the contradictions to the laws of thermodynamics in 

calculations are due to that. In this case, we can suppose that this equation predominantly is missing the phenomena of 

information. The energy is an invisible value and is perceived by the humans only through its manifestations. The most 

important among those manifestations are the mass, the speed, the temperature, the pressure and other factors to which it is 

in proportionate correlation. A. Einstein should have assumed that the mass and the speed of the matter are the most 

important components, since the changes in other dimensions are anyway manifested when changes occur in them. 

However, the manifestation of energy also has the informational component. The changes in the latter, however, cannot be 

expressed only by the manifestations of mass and speed. Therefore, we can conclude, that the above formula lacks the 

information value, to which the energy is also proportionately correlated, to be more comprehensively characterizing the 

energy. Specifically, the energy is bigger the bigger the amount of information connected to it and vice versa. Hence, the 

calculations can be represented by the following equation: E=IMC2, where I – is the volume of information, and M and C 



have the same meaning as in the above formula. Therefore, while calculating the volume of the energy existing at the time 

of the Big Bang we have to take into account that the information at that time had the smallest value and contained only two 

informational signs in the form of “critical energy”, which corresponds to 1 bit.   Hence, the energy at the time of the Bing 

Bang will be represented inthefollowingway:E=IMC2=Idr3(st)2=1bitx10.93g/cm.3x(10.-105).m3x10.50cm.sec 

10.88.b.gcm2/sec2. The biggest difficulty in thus calculating the energy in the universe is related to establishing the size of 

the information. Though, we may assume that the humans will finalize digitizing the available information by 2020, which 

supposedly will be equal to 40 zeta bites.  The total information in the universe, which is much bigger than this amount, 

should be already well-stored. The optimal form for storage might have the form of the electron spin. According to the 

cosmology data there are currently 10.78-10.81 electrons in the universe each of them having 1/2 spins. One sign of the 

electron “spin up” might correspond to +information, the sign of another electron “spin down” – to –information, while both 

together - 1 bit of information. In this way, it will be possible to store twice as less information than the amount of the 

electrons currently existing in the universe, i.e. 10.39 bit, which is the enormous amount of information.  Thus, if the 

information of the universe has to be stored in any form, this should be done mostly through electrons, since this is the 

simplest and the most capacious means. Hence, calculating the amount of energy currently available in the universe with 

this methods gives the following results.E=IMC2= 0.39bx10.54gcm2/sec2=0.93b.gcm2/sec2 This pproximately corresponds to 

the amount of the energy existing during the Big Bang calculated in the same way; it exceeds it only by 5,7%, which can be 

perceived as a negligible difference against such big figures. Thus, we can assume that the energy existing at the point of the 

creation of the universe has been “meticulously” preserved and not lost. It’s becoming obvious that the universe represents 

an enormous “warehouse” for storage and a colossal capacity “transformer” of the energy and the purpose of its creation are 

connected exactly to that. However, even the previous calculations were not in contradiction with the fairness of this 

statement, the only difference between them is in the efficiency of the “storage” and “transformation” capacities. In any case, 

we can suppose similarly to E.Kant that the universe eternally exists and simultaneously embrace Einstein’s assumption 

about its transiency. This becomes possible if we suppose that the universe is developing in a cyclical manner from one 

explosion to another. The current universe has emerged on the foundation of the old one, while the future will be based on 

the current one.  Taking into account the intensity of energy consumption in the current universe, this cycle of the universe’ 

development should be lasting for approximately forty billion years.  In any case, the cycle will end when the energy 

generated by the Big Bang will expire and will transform into information. At that point the expansion of the universe will 

probably cease and the speeds will become equal to single digit units. Simultaneously, the space will start to shrink and the 

matter in it will also become equal to one unit. Therefore, the space and time will disappear as well as all forces and 

formations of the universe leaving only the information and the energy that transformed into it;its volume will 

amountto:E=imc2=10.112bg,0X1,0gX1,0cm2/sec2X1 =10.88bgcm2/sec2.  

The energy capsuled in such colossal size information seems to be reaching its critical threshold and exploding in a Big Bang. 

After the explosion the magnitude of information drastically decreases and it becomes equal to a unit. On the other side, the 

colossal energy is swiftly released, the sky opens up and the space is created,  the temperature generated during the 

explosion decreases simultaneously developing gravitation, strong and weak nuclear forces, electromagnetic waves, the 

process of transforming the energy into matter is starting, the time and light are “born” and this process is eternally 

repeating. At the same time, it seems that everything is based on the meticulously elaborated program created by someone 

with invaluable intellectual capacity.  As you are aware, the comprehending of the universe is rather complicated due to the 

illusion, one of the reasons of which is its dimensions compared to the size of the researchers. Namely, the length of the 

universe is by 10.21cm and weight by 10.56g bigger than the human being’s. Besides, the universe holds about trillion of 

galaxies, only in our galaxy there are more than hundred milliards of stars like the sun. Apart from that, the mass of the sun 

exceeds 1000 times the earth’s mass, while the diameter of the biggest star V.Y. Canina Major is 2000 times bigger than the 

sun’s. Moreover, the distance to the closest star Alpha Centauri is 4,5 light years, the closest galaxy of Andromeda is in 2,5 

million years distance from the solar system, while the farthest star  UDFY-38135539 - in 13,1 billion light years distance 

from the Earth. This star should have formed 520 million years later from the Big Bang. Our parents were taught that the 

threshold for division of the matter goes on the atom, we knew that this threshold is created by sub-atomic particles in the 

form of protons, electrons and neutrons, while our children are sure that this threshold is created by approximately 20 

elementary particles among which are 6 quarks, 6 leptons and 5 bosons. In this regard, the universe having the mass of 

approximately 10.56g should contain about 10.78 atoms represented by 90,0% of hydrogen, 8,0% of helium, and 2,0% of 



oxygen, carbon and atoms of other substances. The mass of the atom is miniscule, its 99,9% is contained by the nucleus  as 

protons and neutrons. Among the sub-atom particles the electrons are the lightest, they are divided   into four energy levels 

around the membrane of the atom; however the precise route of their “journey” is unpredictable. This is even more 

complicating the understanding of the processes taking place in the universe. Moreover, the electrons, besides having nature 

of waves as stipulated by the quantum physics, also display properties of the particle and can be discovered wherever the 

researcher wants them to be. This renders the researcher “the side” of the research. Hence, how the process of research is 

evolving greatly depends on the person, more precisely, on the brain of the researcher, and without such it could not be 

accomplished. In this respect, the dispute between A. Einstein and N.Bohr ended by A.Einstein’s famous phrase “God is not 

paying dice”. Einstein believed that the electron is located wherever the objective reality obliges. However, the development 

of events proved that the alternative assumption of N. Bohr was correct, thus making everything even more mysterious.  

The comprehensive understanding of the universe is also complicated by the limited speed of transmitting the light, despite 

it being the fastest yet discovered compared to the dimensions of the universe it seems insufficient. For instance, it takes 8 

minutes for the Sun ray and the light of the closest stars – about 10-12 years to reach the Earth. Therefore, whatever is 

shining above us every night is the past and not the present. Besides, this past is not correctly seen, since the light emanated 

by the stars does not always expand linearly and due to the gravitation is drawn towards the big galaxies. Currently the 

components of the visible matter comprise approximately 5% of the universe’s mass and 95% of this matter is represented by 

“dark energy” (24%) and “dark matter” (71%). The human eye has not yet seen any its particles. It is supposed, that the “dark 

matter” is creating the so called scaffolding around which the galaxies are “constructed”, while the “dark energy” should be 

directing the expansion of the universe in all directions with the speed equal to 1,6.106 km/h. The similar picture is created 

while researching the living world, where number of species amounts to almost billion, while only the human body contains 

approximately forty trillion of cells. Out of these, the intestinal cells change every 2-5 days. Due to this the human being is 

entirely “changing” his intestine about 90 times per year. Therefore, the number of cells in the organism is changing several 

times during the life-time and only the few of the cells that come from the birth period are present in human body at the 

time of death. The human body contains 7,0.10.27 atoms and it is impossible to deduct which inanimate object or living 

entity have these atoms, which originated due to the Big Bang, have gone through before “arriving” into the “host” human 

organism. In this connection, it is rather important to remember that the humans comprehend the information through 

visual and auditory analyzers. Their capacities are restricted. The human can see the waves only within the interval between 

30-950 microns and hear the auditory waves of 10-30000 hertz frequency; while plenty of information in the outer space is 

beyond this grid. It’s interesting, that E. Kant’s theory on perpetuity, permanency and infinity of the universe was 

widespread in the twentieth century, which he elaborated based on the E. Newton’s laws of physics. The scientific authority 

of Kant was so great that this model of the universe was accepted without any criticism, not paying attention to the fact 

thataccording to this theory the light emanated from the stars should have lighted the sky during the night. The credibility 

of Kant should have influenced even a person with such intellectual capacities as A. Einstein. However, the calculations 

conducted during the research of his relativity theory contradicted the above model. Hence, Einstein had to admit that the 

universe is changing, but be also paid tribute to Kant and noted that the universe is still static. It is constantly influenced by 

the expansive forces that are balanced by simultaneously emerging gravitation forces. To embrace these forces Einstein had 

to introduce the “cosmic constant”, which he rejected at a later stage.  However, further developments showed that A. 

Einstein was somewhat correct and the “cosmic constant” might ”that is predominant in the cosmos. Later on, the Russian 

G.Friedman elaborated the model of non-static universe and supposed that the universe was created through an explosion. 

Notably, the possibility of creating the universe through the explosion was supposed in 14th century by only one person, who 

was an adept of Kabbala – Yitzchak Luria. In his Treatise known under the title “Breaking vessels” he noted that the universe 

was created by the explosion in the cosmos that occurred due to a mistake. We have to recall that even the experiments on 

the big collider are not exempt from such mistakes and under the highTemperature the collision of elementary particles 

moving on high speed can transform into unmanageable process due to the chain reaction, which might involve all the 

elementary particles of the universe and thus cause its end. Interestingly, the best scientific rendition of the Big Bang theory 

belongsto E. Hubble, who showed through experiments conducted using telescope that the intensity of the red light is 

increasing the further the distance of the galaxies from the Earth.  The main adherent to this theory was the Belgian 

theologist George le Maître, later the president of the Pope’s Academy, who published his work “Non-static universe”. 

Though the term - “the Big Bang” was introduced by O. Hoil, who was opposing to this theory. The big role in identifying 



validity of the Big Bang was played by the Russian G. Gamow, who defected to the USA. He was the first to suppose the “hot 

hisexplosion” and substantiated the gradual decrease of the temperature during the process of creation of the universe in his 

works published under the title “Hot universe”. The discovery of background radiation by A. Pensiany and R. Wikilssen, 

which we are witnessing on a daily basis while watching the TV, greatly contributed to the recognition of this theory. 

Defining the deposits of hydrogen and helium, the results of the experiments on the big androgenic collider, and other facts 

were also important in this respect.  It is supposed, that 13,7.10.9 years ago an unknown spherical formation of tiniest size of 

-10-35cm and 10.95g/cm3 density discovered in the so called “singular environment” should have exploded; the temperature 

during the explosion should have been equal to 10.32 kelvin. It’s noteworthy, that between 10.-35 seconds of the Big Bang, 

that corresponds to 10.-43 sec of “Plank’s time” and 10.-45 sec of the same time dimension, the exponential expansion of the 

universe occurred which was termed a cosmologic inflation by the American S. Coleman. The dimensions of the universe 

expanded 10.50 times during this interval. By that time, the temperature that developed during the Big Bang fell up to 10.6 

kelvin, gravitation detached from the explosion forces and formed as a matter in the form of the plasma. At 10.-53 sec and 

10.5 kelvin temperature the strong and weak nuclear forces separated.  At 10.-58sec and 10.4 kelvin temperature the protons 

and neutrons formed the nucleuses of hydrogen and hellion. Since the 3rd minute from the explosion during 300000-880000 

years, when the temperature fell to 3.10.3 kelvin, the electrons bound the atom nucleus and conditioned creation of 

substance. At the same stage, the electrons could not “hold” photons any longer causing the stars to twinkle and illuminated 

the universe. Supposedly, this is the relict light that is sent to the Orthodox Christians every Easter and that, presumably, 

reaches the Earth through quantum porting. The hydrogen and helium, that were formed in the early stage of the Big Bang 

overtime created the cosmic dust and clouds, which, under the influence of the gravitation forces and other factors formed 

the universal hierarchy of satellites, planets, stars, galaxies, clusters and other componentsIt’s noteworthy, that there are 

other theories of the universe’s creation, but none of them answer the questions why was the universe created and what role 

is the human being playing in it. Those are eternally the most important questions and while answering them we have to 

take into account that energy is fundamental for the existence of the universe. Moreover, any event taking place in the 

universe requires the energy, nothing, even the most insignificant activity, happens without it. Moreover, considering every 

detail leads to the conclusion that the universe should have been created for eternal storage of the energy and its 

transformation into easily-usable form. Another major characteristic component that existed together with the energy even 

before the Big Bang is the information. The space represents the third major component for the existence of the universe. 

Notably, any scientific theory up to present day starts the problem of the creation of the universe from the “birth” of the 

matter and the space in which this matter was formed is almost always ignored. The Bible seems the only exception in this 

regard according to which the “sky and earth” created by the God on the first day may be interpreted as the space – “sky” 

and the matter – “earth”. We can suppose that the information, the space and the matter are separate manifestations of 

energy and are serving as its hubs; their unification might lead to accumulation of the critical energy and its explosion in a 

Big Bang. This causes sharp increase of thetemperature followed by “opening of space or sky”. As a result, the colossal energy 

ends up being caught in newly created closed circuit thus causing the expansion of the space due to high pressure and heat. 

After that the pressure and the temperature decreases. This causes such colossal energy to disintegrate into separate 

fragments with lesser power that transform into separate components of matter.The information about the possibilities for 

energy saving in the universe can be obtained from the following calculations that are based on modification of A.Einstein’s 

famous equation - E=mc2. The modification uses in fact existing speeds during the calculations instead of the speed of the ray 

of light that equals to 299 792 458 m/sec=300000km/sec=3.10.10.cm/sec and which was meant by Einstein in elaboration of 

this equation. According to this calculation the energy registered during the Big Bang should be equal to: 

E=mc2=dvc2=dr3(s/t)2=10.93g/cm.3x(10.-35).3cm3.x(10.-35cmX10.50:10.-35sec)2 cm2.sec2.= 10.88.gcm2/sec2, where m – is 

the mass of the exploded formation, c – the speed achieved through the explosion, d – is the density of the exploded 

formation, v – is the volume of the exploded formation, r – is the radius of the exploded formation which in cosmology is 

deemed to equal to 10.-35.cm, s - the distance covered during the explosion and is represented by such radius of the primary 

formation, which it had during the “cosmic inflation”. The latter developed on 10-35 sec after the Big Bang and was 

manifested in 10.50-times expansion of the primary formation. As for t, it is the time spent on covering this distance and, as 

mentioned, corresponds to 10.-35sec. The amount of energy currently available in the universe should be corresponding to: 

E=mc2=dvc2=dr3c2= 10.-23g/cm.3 x(10.21). 3cm3. x(10.7).2.cm2/sec2= 10.54gcm2/sec2, where d–is the current density of 

the space equaling to 23g/cm3, v – the area of the space the radius of which might be taken as the distance to the farthest 



star which is 13,1.10.9 light years away from us. Taking into account that the ray of light covers 3.10.5 km per second, this 

light should have travelled for r=13,1.10.9 light years x.3.10.10cm/sec =39,3.10.19cm.=10.21cm. As for C – it’s the speed, the 

value of which is taken as thespeedofthecurrentexpansionprocessesand 

corresponds1,6.10.6km/h=0,4.10.8cm/sec=10.7cm/sec. Therefore, the amount of energy currently existing in the universe is 

much less than the initial volume of the energy and has reduced by approximately 36,4%.Interestingly, this contradicts the 

law of thermodynamics on constancy of the energy.  In this regard, we can suppose that such reduction of the energy is due 

to the fact that the radius of the universe and its mass are much bigger than the dimensions used by us. We can similarly 

suppose that this gap in energy has been transferred as free energy into parallel symmetric anti-matter universe that should 

have similarly formed during the Big Bang. Besides, the volume of the free energy accumulated there will increase in future 

by part of the energy left in our universe that, in case of unchanged pace of utilization, will completely expire in 

approximately 4-6.10.9 years. This, however, is associated with the end of the universe. Therefore, the energy accumulated 

in the neighboring anti-material world will again reach its critical value and causethe “Big Bang”.                                                                                                          

It’s possible that the contradictions to the laws of thermodynamics in these calculations are due to missing the phenomena of 

information.  The energy is an invisible value and the most important forms of its manifestations are the information, the 

mass, the speed, the temperature, the pressure and other factors to which it is in proportionate correlation. A. Einstein 

should have assumed that the mass and the speed of the matter are the most important components, since the changes in 

other dimensions are anyway manifested when changes occur in them. However, the manifestation of energy also has the 

informational component. The changes in the latter, however, cannot be expressed only by the manifestations of mass and 

speed. Moreover, the consumption process is necessary for the information to manifest; this in its tern requires the consumer 

or the human being. Hence, taking into account the human factor, the calculations can be represented by the following 

equation: E=IMC2, where I – is the volume of information, and M and C have the same meaning as in the above formula. 

Therefore, while calculating the volume of the energy existing at the time of the Big Bang we have to take into account that 

the information at that time had the smallest value and contained only two informational signs in the form of “critical 

energy”, which corresponds to 1 bit. Hence, the energy at the time of the Bing Bang will be represented in the following 

way: E=imc2= 1b x10.88.gcm2/sec2= 10.88b.gcm2/sec2. The biggest difficulty in thus calculating the energy in the universe 

is related to establishing the size of the information. Though, we can suppose that the amount of the information has been 

progressively increasing since the Big Bang. Hence, the volume of this information should at least be equal to the 

information stored by the biggest code known in the universe. The optimal form for storage might have the form of the 

electron spin. It’s been established that there are currently 10.78-10.81 electrons in the universe. It will be possible to store 

twice as less information than the amount of the electrons currently existing in the universe, i.e. 10.35-10.39 bit. The case is, 

that each electron possesses 1/2 spins; one sign of the electron “spin up” might correspond to +information, the sign of 

another electron “spin down” – to –information, while both together - 1 bit of information.  Hence, calculating the amount 

of energy currently available in the universe with these methods gives the following result:  

E=imc2=10.39b.x10.54gcm2/sec2=10.93bgcm2/sec2. This is approximately 72,2%- bigger than the amount of the energy 

currently available in the universe (10.54gcm2/sec2) arrived at through the calculations without taking into account the 

information factor, while exceeds the volume of the energy at the time of Big Bang only by 5,7%- (10.88bgcm2/sec2).  This 

can be perceived as a negligible difference against such big figures. Thus, we can assume that the energy existing at the point 

of the creation of the universe has been “meticulously” preserved and re-distributed into the information within the period 

after the Big Bang. Assuming that the current universe has emerged on the foundation of the old one, and the current cycle 

will end when the energy generated by the Big Bang expires and transforms into information. At that point the expansion of 

the universe will probably cease and the speeds will become equal to single digit units. Simultaneously, the space will start to 

shrink and the matter in it will also become equal to one unit. Therefore, the space and time will disappear as well as all 

forces and formations of the universe leaving only the information and the energy that transformed into it; its volume will 

amount to: E=imc2= 10.88bX1,0gX1,0.2cm2/sec2= 10.88 bgcm2/sec2. The energy capsuled in such colossal size information 

seems to be reaching its critical threshold and exploding in a Big Bang. The information of such colossal size should be 

reaching its critical threshold and exploding in a Big Bang and will recur so as it already happened in the past and will 

happen in the future.                                      Notably, eapart from the storage of the energy in the universe, its transformation 

should also be taking place. However, if the energy storage function is predominantly conducted by a nonliving matter, its 

transformation is mainly done by the living world, specifically, by the human beings. The case being, that the energy that 



enters the human organism through drink, food and air is primarily transformed into ATF molecules. Part of the energy 

accumulated in the ATF molecules is used for energy supply of the processes taking place in the organism, while the rest is 

released into the outer space as the “remains” of catabolism and “psychic energy”, in other words, energy contained in the 

information represented by the formations that comprise information from thought, words, mimics, music, dance, scent, etc. 

The initial stage of this process is taking place in anaerobic conditions of hiaoplasma. In this case, one molecule of glucose 

produces 2 molecules of AFT. The next phase, described by the Swiss scientist R. Koliker in 1850, is accomplished by the 

mitochondria. These representatives of progenitor bacteria, packed in the cytoplasm, have chosen “associated” living in 

procariocyte and eucariocyte cells over independence due to eased consumption of oxygen. With the existence of oxygen in 

the “cristae” of the inner membrane of mitochondria the final stage of the glucose oxidation produces another 36 molecules 

of ATF. During hydrolyses of the ATF molecule first the ADF and later the AMF molecule is shaped.  

This process releases approximately 60,0 kj energy from one ATF molecule; this corresponds to 60kj =6.10.4 x 

0,24kal=1,44.10.4kal=10,7gcm2/sec2 energy. The mitochondrial apparatus of one human can produce approximately 40,0 kg 

of ATF daily. The energy returned by one individual to the cosmos during one year amounts to:E=MNnT-

mT=10.7gcm2/sec2X2.10.3X4.10.13X8,8.10.3h-0,04.10.13g.cm2/sec2 X8,8.10.3h =7.10.11 g.cm2/sec2=10.12g.cm2/sec2, 

where M – is the energy generated by one amounmitochondria within one hour, which is identical to the energy generated 

by one cell of ATP and on average equals to 10,7gcm2/sec2. N - is the number of mitochondria in one cell that amounts to 

2.10.3 units, n - is the total number of cells in one human being and on average amounts to 40.10.12=4.10.13 units,  T - is the 

number of hours in the year that equals to 8784=8,8.10.3 hours, while m - is the of energy consumed by one human during 

the  hours, which equals to 4.10.3kal-24=0,04.10.13g.cm2/sec2 on average. According to the data of the World Health 

Organization the average life expectancy on the planet currently equals to 67,2 years. 

Hence,onehumanreleasesapproximately E=10.22gcm2/sec2X67,2y=67,2.10.22gcm2/sec2=10.14gcm2/sec2 of energy. Pursuant 

to the data of the same organization the earth is currently inhabited by more than 7.10,9 people; according to the 

calculations of the Dutch scientist P. Grunewald, since the beginning of the civilization that emerged from “mitochondrial 

Eve” that lived in the African planes some 140000-240000 years ago, the number of people amounts to 107.10,9 persons. 

Therefore, the current generation of humans releases during the life-time E=10.14gcm2/sec2X7.10.9.=7.10.33 

gcm2/sec2=10.24 gcm2/sec2 of energy, while the energy released by the “civilization of intelligent humans” should be 

corresponding to E=10.14gcm2/sec2X107.10.9.=107.10.23gcm2/sec2=10.26gcm2/sec2. The latter falls short by 66,6% to the 

energy existing in the universe, which, according to our estimations, amounts to 10.39.b. This might be indicating that the 

energy generated by the civilization is “constrained” by the information generated by it. Hence, based on such calculations, 

we can suppose that the bigger the number of the people and the amount of energy transformed by them into the energy, 

the sooner the energy contained in the matter will expire and the conditions for the next Big Bang be created. Obviously, 

the remaining part of the energy is “generated” by other representatives of the living world, such as bacteria, plants, animals 

and others. Besides, the thermo-nuclear and other processes on the Sun and other stars should be playing a significant role in 

maintaining the energy balance. It’s also possible that the energy generated by other forms of life is also placed in the 

remaining part of the universe’s information, in creation of which they are also taking part. Researching the universe leaves 

the impression that the human being, apart from transforming the energy into the easily-usable form, is also playing the role 

of its “observer”. This is manifested in the supervision of the “stability” of the universe’s structure. Each individual aspires to 

postpone the death and prolong the living, which is “imprinted” in his sub-consciousness as a primate urge and defines 

his/her behavior. To accomplish this wish of prolonging life and avoiding the critical condition, first of all, the house the 

human being is living in should be solid. The house of the human is placed in the universe and for its firmness the universe 

itself should be stable. The latter requires its composite atoms, sub-atomic formations and elementary particles to be exactly 

in the place that guarantees such stability. This should be taking place due to the electrons being where the human beings 

want them to be. The humans, however, want the electrons to be in the locations that ensure their (the humans) longevity.  

Hence, the primate wish of prolonging the life of the human being “registered” in his sub-consciousness is, in fact, the 

hidden form of the wish to maintain the stability of the universe. Hence, if the critical condition of the energy is the 

prerequisite for the creation of the universe, the critical condition of life seems to be the necessary condition for its 

maintenance.This becomes more believable if we take into account that human desires have tremendous power; with it the 



Christ resurrected Lazarus, Moses “parted” the waves of Nile. The power of materialization of the ideas is best confirmed by 

the so called “visit to the doctor” and “placebo” effects. In the former case, the majority of the patients fill better after the 

visit to the doctor, though have not started yet the prescription. In the latter case, the majority of the patients fill better after 

taking an indifferent ingredient under the title of a specific drug. It is quite possible that the humans are placed on the 

hierarchic ladder of the universe just like the mitochondria are in the human body, and we are in a similar “associated” 

position with the universe as “poor” mitochondria towards us: we play the role of the “observer” and, when necessary 

“milk”theenergy .                                                                                                               
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ზხელაძე,ზვ.ხელაძე 

"კრიტიკული ენერგიის" აფეთქებით შექმნილი არასინგულარული და ციკლური სამყარო,რომელშიც ადამიანი 

ენერგიის “ტრანსფორმატორის” და სამყაროს “მაყურებლის” როლს უნდა ასრულებდეს 

საქართველოს კრიტიკული მედიცინის ინსტიტუტი 

 

მოტანილია სამყაროს შექმნის დღეს გაბატონებული თეორია “დიდი აფეთქების”სახით.გამოთვლილია სამყაროს 

შექმნის დროს და დღეს არსებული ენერგია,რომელიც თავდაპირველთან შედარებით თითქოს და 41,0%-ით არის 

შემცირებული. თუმცა თუ ამ ენერგიის სიდიდეს დღეს სამყაროში არსებული ინფორმაციის გათვალისწინებით 

გამოვთვლით, მაშინ სამყაროში დღეს არსებული ენერგია თავდაპირველად არსებულთან შედარებით შემცირებული 

არ ჩანს,არამედ მისი გარკვეული ნაწილი მატერიაში განივთებული ენერგიიდან ტრანსფორმირებულია ინფორმაციაში 

განთავსებული ენერგიის სახით. გამოთქმულია ვარაუდი,რომ სამყაროს ენერგიის ამგვარი ტემპით ტრანსფორმაციის 

შემთხვევაში “დიდი აფეთქებიდან” 40,0 მილიარდი წლის შემდეგ მატერიაში განივთებული ენერგია გამოილევა და ის 

მთლიანად ტრანსფორმირებული იქნება ინფორმაციაში განივთებულ ენერგიის სახით, სამყაროს ზომები მკვეთრად 

შემცირდება და ის კვლავ აფეთქდება დიდი აფეთქების სახით. მოყვანილია მტკიცებულებანი იმის შესახებ, რომ 

მატერიაში განივთებული ენერგიის ინფორმაციაში განთავსებული ენერგიის სახით ტრანსფორმაციის პროცესი 

ადამიანის და ცოცხალი სამყაროს სხვა წარმომადგენლების მონაწილეობით უნდა მიმდინარეობდეს და მასში წამყვან 

როლს კოლიკერის სხეულაკები უნდა ასრულებდნენ ნერვული სისტემის უჯრედებთან ერთად.ასევე განხილულია 

ადამიანის როლი სამყაროს მდგრადობის საქმეში გასული საუკუნის პირველ ნახევარში ა.აინშტაინასა და ნ.ბორს 

შორის მომხდარი პოლემიკის ფონზე ელექტრონების ადგილსამყოფელის შესახებ,რომელიც ა.აინშტაინის ცნობილი 

სიტყვებით დამთავრდა “ღმერთი კამათელს არ თამაშობს’,თუმცა მოვლენათა მსვლელობამ დაადასტურა,რომ 

სიმართლე ნ.ბორის მხარეზე იყო. ჩვენს მიერ წარმოებული გათვლებით კი ამ შემთხვევაში ორივე მეცნიერი მართალი 

იყო. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


